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CIBO helps feed producers identify and

source low-carbon commodities from

growers using regenerative farming practices.

CIBO Impact is the only commercially

available solution for developing, delivering

and scaling customized large-scale

regenerative ag incentive programs. From

grower identification and enrollment, to

verification of practices, to quantification and

reporting on carbon, CIBO Impact delivers

results.

CIBO Impact enables grain buyers and

processors to create and manage incentive

programs for regenerative farmers growing

low-carbon commodities. Easily find, recruit

and enroll growers in your programs. Simplify

the qualification and enrollment process for

your grower network.

Whether you want to implement a premium

payment, recruit new growers, pay for

practices or for carbon reduction, CIBO

Impact is the solution for incentive

management, monitoring, modeling,

verification and reporting.

Source Low-Carbon Feed
Ingredients with CIBO Impact

End-to-End Solution for Creating
and Managing Low-Carbon

Sourcing Programs

Reduce Scope 3 Emissions and
Lower the Carbon Intensity of Feed



For more information about CIBO, visit www.cibotechnologies.com

Create and Manage Low-Carbon Programs 
at Scale

Report on Outcomes Verify practices, quantify outcomes and report on

progress towards carbon reduction in the field,

supply shed and supply chain.

Track Regenerative

Practice Adoption

Understand the current scope of regenerative

practices in a region and perform what-if analysis

on the impact of new practice adoption.

Analyze Supply

Shed Emissions

Model the carbon footprint and carbon intensity of

any geographic area without needing field boundaries.

Create and Manage

Programs

Manage incentive and premium pricing programs

for growers producing low-carbon commodities

through regenerative practices.

Streamline Grower Recruitment and Enrollment

Enroll Growers in

Incentive Programs

Simplified process allows growers to upload field

boundaries to quickly determine program eligibility

and enroll in their chosen programs offered by the

feed producer.

Find Regenerative

Growers

List premium pricing or other incentive programs to

find and verify growers already producing low-carbon

commodities, or recruit growers ready to implement

carbon-reducing practices.

Manage Status Updates

and Payments

Growers can monitor the status of programs they

have enrolled in and get paid as practices or

carbon reduction outcomes are verified.

Automatically Prequalify

Fields for New Programs

As new incentive programs are deployed, uploaded

fields will automatically run through

prequalification and alert growers of eligibility.


